STARS

FUN THEMED WALK IDEAS

- 'Debra and the zebra crew' (we provide large number of zebras to borrow)
- 'Debra and friends' (children to bring any soft toy of their own)
- 'Fluorescent walk' and fashion show – using the dressing up box (Links with Be Safe Be Seen)
- 'Walking on sunshine' (wear yellow/fluorescent. Play/sing song)
- 'Best foot forward' (decorate shoes/wellies)
- 'Welly Walk'
- 'Silly hat saunter' (decorate or design a silly hat)
- 'Easter bonnet parade' (same as above with Easter theme)
- 'Giant walking bus'
- 'Bark and Walk' – Possible link with Guide Dog Association
- 'Have a heart' (Valentine’s day – love your heart, love the planet)
- 'Fruit salad' (children to draw a picture of their favourite fruit and bring it in. Drawings to be stuck on a display of the empty fruit bowl. Gives a tangible picture of the number of walkers. Links to healthy eating)
‘Santa walk’ (dress as Santa or reindeer!)

‘Traffic light walk’ (dressed in red, orange or green)

‘Friends Friday’ - (Parents park further away from the school and meet up to have a chat on the way to/ from school)

‘Pirate parade’

CURRICULUM THEMED WALKS

‘Dinosaur Stomp’ - links to literacy and dinosaur topic.

‘Rainbow walk’ (any colour or all colours to be worn) - Links to Science.

‘Counting walk’ - (See how many .....you can see on your way to school) Link to early years maths.

‘Stepping out’ (count number of steps/ time route etc.) Links to maths curriculum.

‘The enormous crocodile’ (borrow our enormous crocodile - link to literacy curriculum.

‘Senses walk’ - what can you hear/ smell etc. on the way to school - Links to science curriculum.

All walks to be photographed and appear in the newsletter with a thanks and congratulations to all the walkers. In colder weather it might be possible to reward walkers with a hot drink on arrival at school. Stickers for whole school challenges are available by emailing travelchoices@oxfordshire.gov.uk